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To celebrate the season of renewal, we asked Dutch photographer Mathilde Karrèr to shoot 
12 hand-picked fragrances that are perfect for spring. What she created is a lush, multi-
faceted collage of fragrant flowers, decorative trouvailles, and eclectic travel 
memorabilia. We invite you to discover new beginnings with Karrèr’s inspiring imagery, 
accompanied by olfactive literary vignettes by Scentury founder Helder Suffenplan. 

Let the spring reawakening begin! 

Karrèr’s goal as a photographer is to create a narrative, not just a beautiful image. With 
strong ideas about concept and art direction, she loves assembling complex still lifes that 
combine historic souvenirs with interesting finds she’s collected throughout her own world 
travels. When a matchbook from a hotel in the tropics, a subway ticket from New York City, 
and chips from an unknown exotic casino come together in a single image, these unrelated 
objects suddenly start to tell a story. They arouse memories of journeys made, movies seen, 
and dreams dreamed, lived, and discarded. 

ABOUT MATHILDE KARRÈR 
We couldn’t help but draw a strong parallel between Karrèr’s creative approach and the 
way that perfume invokes innuendos and awakens memories. Indeed, Mathilde is a 
fragrance lover. The first scent she ever bought for herself was Nina Ricci’s classic L’Air du 
Temps, simply because she liked the bottle. Today, she chooses more contemporary brands 
and counts Comme de Garçons’ Kyoto and Loewe’s Woman 001 among her favorites. 
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10. Urban Scents: Gunpowder Cologne 
 
 



 

He heard their questions, saw their faces full of surprise, and listened to their 
laughter. Yes, he knew he was live on national television. It was just that he 
didn’t really care. All he cared about was this amazing smell of clarity, 
certainty, and simplicity, and where it came from. 
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